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The War Between the States Flares Up Again in Fauquier County, Virginia. A Third Battle of Manassas?
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WARRENTON, VA - Fifty miles from the U.S. Capitol the War Between the States of the 1860’s is back on the streets
of Fauquier County, Virginia. After 150 years of relative quiet but still simmering tensions, battle lines are forming for
a sixty-eighth confrontation with the remnants of the Northern Union army in the Town of Warrenton and its
surrounding County of Fauquier. The initial assault will begin on November 3, 2015 with the election of the next
county sheriff. The election will mark the first action since the surrender in 1865 to repulse the counties remaining
occupying Union forces from Washington D.C. that are also known as the “Iron Triangle”.
Fauquier partisans are oiling their revolvers and saddles once again as they prepare to fight for their constitutional
rights to control their governments. This time they are being led by Chris DeCarlo (I) of Bealeton, Virginia who is an
independent candidate for county sheriff. DeCarlo recently stated, “As your elected sheriff I will exercise the
constitutional authority of the office and begin efforts to arrest “Iron Triangle” infiltrators from the North and their
sympathizers charging them with bribery, treason and sedition.”
DeCarlo further explained, “The force known as the “Iron Triangle” is the strong and tight union that is formed by
lobbyists, regulators and elected representatives. It is controlled by the ruling elite and it denies the vast majority of
citizens their constitutional rights and their power to control their governments. No citizen group has ever been able to
dislodge this public menace once it became established in any local, state or federal government.”
This election will be watched closely throughout America because if DeCarlo and his partisans win the election and if
other partisans and their sheriff’s start employing similar tactics in their jurisdictions, the capture and destruction of the
“Iron Triangle” with its headquarters in Washington D.C. could be imminent.
DeCarlo has never held elected office but he is campaigning as the “Sheriff to Fix America.” Regarding the impending
action on Election Day he predicts, “Adequate forces will be in place on November 2nd so we can kick their ass so hard
they won’t know what hit them. And this time we will push them past Manassas, back over the Stone Bridge and chase
them all the way to the District of Columbia.”
DeCarlo has good company because he is riding on the very same streets the Confederate guerrilla warfare leader and
strategist Colonel John Mosby rode in the 1860’s. Known as the “Grey Ghost,” Colonel Mosby and his partisan
soldiers were known as “Mosby’s Raiders.” They ambushed and captured hundreds of occupying Union forces in
Northern Virginia throughout the war and in a daring behind the lines maneuver Mosby personally captured Union
General Edwin Stoughton while he was sleeping in his bed in the Town of Fairfax in 1863.
DeCarlo explains, “Colonel Mosby and his raiders were very successful in employing guerrilla warfare tactics against
the occupying Union army in the War Between the States. Today we are once again recruiting and organizing so we
can employ new guerrilla tactics to defeat the hidden tyranny of Washington that is still the enemy of the people.”
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